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Abstract. The Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model (FOAM) is a climate

system model intended for application to climate science questions that
require long simulations. FOAM is a distributed-memory parallel climate

model consisting of parallel general circulation models of the atmosphere

and ocean with complete physics paramaterizations as well as sea-ice,
land surface, and river transport models. FOAM's coupling strategy was

chosen for high throughput (simulated years per day). A new coupler was

written for FOAM and some modi�cations were required of the compo-

nent models. Performance data for FOAM on the IBM SP3 and SGI

Origin2000 demonstrates that it can simulate over thirty years per day

on modest numbers of processors.

1 Introduction

The Earth's climate is the long-term average of the behavior of the ocean, land

surface, and sea ice. These components exchange heat, momentum, and fresh

water with each other through their common interfaces. The di�erence in heat

storage times, uid dynamic scales, and transport/storage of water results in

complex interactions between the components.

To study the Earth's climate, researchers have developed coupled models,

comprising an atmospheric general circulation model (GCM), a model of the

ocean general circulation, a model of the dynamic and thermodynamic prop-

erties of sea ice, and a model of the temperature and composition of the land

surface. Typically, each component model is a separately developed programwith

its own code style, language, data structures, numerical methods, and associated

numerical grids. Constructing a single model from these submodels requires sev-

eral design decisions about grid structure, model decomposition, and ux calcu-

lations. Additionally, a \coupler" must be created to enable the subcomponents

to exchange heat and other quantities.
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While many coupled climate models are used in studies that require predict-

ing �ne-scale details of temperature and precipitation changes, other climate sci-

ence studies are more concerned with high throughput than with high resolution.

For example, paleoclimate scientists wish to know how the climate responded to

conditions thousands of years ago, when the earth received more solar radiation

in the summer or when glaciers covered much of the northern hemisphere; and

climate scientists wish to know how much low-frequency internal variability the

climate system has and how it might interact with anthropogenic change. Inte-

grating a climate model to even a quasi-equilibrium for the myriad of interesting

paleoclimate scenarios requires hundreds of simulated years, while studying low-

frequency variability requires simulations of thousands of years. Thus there is

a compelling need for a climate model with high-throughput{a high number of

simulated years per day.

The Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model is a coupled climate model designed to

meet this need. It has already been used to examine low-frequency variability

and paleoclimate problems [7, 11, 13]. This paper describes how the goal of high-

throughput guided the design of FOAM and its coupler. Section 2 describes the

component models of FOAM. The unique elements of FOAM's software design

are described in Section 3. In Section 4, performance data for FOAM is presented

in the form of throughput per processor for various platforms. Section 5 briey

outlines future work on the next version of FOAM.

2 Component Models

The �rst design decision made for FOAM was to use distributed-memory par-

allel components. The low cost/performance ratios of distributed-memory mul-

ticomputers make them the platform of choice for the kind of climate science

questions FOAM is intended to address. Fortunately, FOAM was able to use

several existing parallel component models, as briey described below. (A de-

tailed description of the physical equations solved by each component is beyond

the scope of this paper; however, that information can be found in the cited

references.)

The atmospheric component of FOAM is derived fromPCCM2, developed by

Argonne National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the National

Center for Atmospheric Research. PCCM2 is a functionally equivalent version

of NCAR's CCM2 in which the physics and dynamics calculations have been

given a two-dimensional parallel decomposition (see Figure 1a for an example).

The basic equations and numerical methods used in CCM2 (Eulerian-spectral

elements for the dry dynamics and semi-Lagrangian transport for moisture) are

described by Hack et al. [6], and the alterations necessary to implement a parallel

version and its performance on various parallel platforms are described by Drake

et al. [5]. When CCM3 [8] was released, the FOAM development team added the

new physics parameterizations to the atmosphere model to create the current

atmosphere component of FOAM, informally called PCCM3-UW.



Fig. 1. A depiction of how physical space is partitioned among 4x4 processors according

to the decomposition strategy of (a) the atmosphere and (b) the ocean.

The ocean component of FOAM, called OM3, is also a parallel model with a

two-dimensional decomposition (Fig. 1b). OM3 is a z-coordinate �nite-di�erence

model. While documentation speci�c to OM3 is still under development, the

basic equations solved are the same as those for the widely used z-coordinate

Modular Ocean Model created by GFDL [4] [3]. However, FOAM uses a free

surface as described by Killworth et al. [9] and contains numerical methods

speci�cally chosen for their e�ciency on distributed-memory parallel platforms

[14].

The land surface and sea-ice models in version one of FOAM are based on

those of PCCM2 [6] but with some important modi�cations. The prescribed

evaporation and snow cover have been replaced with a prognostic box hydrology

model from CCM1 [15]. Also, the e�ect of sea-ice creation/destruction on ocean

salinity has been included.

Two new software components had to be created to complete FOAM. The

coupler will be described below. The other new component is a parallel river

transport model. In order to prevent a constant increase in salinity of the ocean

in long climate simulations, it was necessary to close the hydrologic cycle by

returning precipitation that falls on land to the ocean. FOAM's river model is a

parallel implementation of concepts described by Miller et al. [12].

FOAM and its individual components use the Message Passing Interface

(MPI) library for communication. The land and sea-ice models do not require

any communication, however, since they are implemented as one-dimensional

models at each land and ocean point on the surface, respectively.

3 Design of the Coupled System

In parallel climate models, each component, especially the atmosphere, can place

large demands on the communication network and CPU resources of modern

parallel supercomputers. A coupled system creates additional demands on the



bandwidth (mostly from the exchange of data between models) and on CPU re-

sources (mostly from the interpolation of data between numerical grids). Design

choices in FOAM were made to minimize the impact of coupling. Those choices

and the reasons for them are summarized in this section.

3.1 Number of Numerical Grids

Generally, each model may have its own �nite di�erence grid. FOAM's design

starts with the requirement that all surface models (land, sea ice, and ocean)

use the grid of the ocean model. The intention is to eliminate a class of opera-

tions in the coupler that would be required to keep track of land/ocean fraction

and merge the calculated uxes accordingly. This decision does not have a large

impact on the performance of the model, but it does greatly simplify the con-

ceptual picture of the coupled system. It also has implications for other design

choices described below.

3.2 Decomposition of Component Models

Just as each model may have its own numerical grid, each parallel model may

decompose that grid in a di�erent way over its set of MPI processes. Addition-

ally, each model may have physically separate pools of processors. In order to

calculate a new ux or provide to a model an internally calculated ux, such as

precipitation, data that occupies the same physical space must be brought into

the same physical piece of memory. The bandwidth cost of this communication

will depend on how dissimilar the decompositions are and how much overlap

there is of model state in memory. To minimize this cost, FOAM restricts the

possible decomposition of some of the component models based on a considera-

tion of the time scales between components, as shown in Figure 2. In general, an
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the components of FOAM indicating which components interact

on fast and slow time steps and reecting the physical relationship between components.
The parallel river model is omitted for clarity.

atmosphere model has a shorter basic time step than does the ocean because of



di�erences in the dominant uid dynamical scales in the ows. In FOAM, the at-

mosphere has a basic time step of 30 minutes, while the ocean uses a 6-hour time

step. Because of the small heat capacity of land and sea ice, their temperature

structure varies with the diurnal cycle of solar heating (which is resolved by the

atmosphere model), and thus they need to communicate with the atmosphere

every one or two time steps. The ocean, however, with a much larger heat ca-

pacity, does not have a signi�cant diurnal cycle and needs to communicate with

the atmosphere only once a day.

In order to reduce the costs of communicating uxes, the \fast" components

(Fig. 2) are all given the same decomposition so that there is nearly a one-to-one

correspondence in area coverage between atmosphere, land, and sea ice. The at-

mosphere, land, and sea-ice models are executed sequentially on the same pool

of processors so nearly all data necessary for physical coupling resides in local

memory. The area coverage will not match exactly, however, because the land

and sea ice are on the ocean's numerical grid, which coincides nowhere with the

atmosphere's. Some communication is required to update points on the edges of

the local rectangular regions covered by each MPI process, but this communi-

cation overhead is less than what would be required if the fast components had

to transfer or transpose their entire state across multiple processors every one

or two time steps.

The ocean model has its own decomposition and is assigned a distinct set

of processors. It integrates concurrently with the atmosphere, land, and sea ice.

Trial and error determines how many processors to allocate to each side to avoid

blocking on data. Communication between the ocean and atmosphere{land{

sea-ice coupler is done by designating one MPI process on each side to receive

all the data from the other component and redistribute it according to that

component's decomposition strategy. Since the ocean is the slow component and

needs to communicate less frequently, the impact of this single-node bottleneck

is minimized.

3.3 Flux Interpolation and Calculation

One of the basic tasks of a coupled model is to interpolate quantities from one

grid to another. Calculating and interpolating uxes in FOAM are simpli�ed by

placing the land, sea-ice, and ocean models all onto a common grid as mentioned

above. Thus, the number of grids in the model is reduced to at most two instead

of possibly one per model.

FOAM considers the surface of the globe as being divided into rectangles or

tiles. The center of each tile is at a computational point of the model, and the

four edges are halfway between each of the neighboring computational points. A

third set of tiles is made by laying the ocean grid on top of the atmosphere grid,

as in Fig. 3a. New uxes are calculated on this overlap grid set of tiles. The ux

through a model tile is constructed by area-weighted averaging the appropriate

pieces of the overlap tiles as shown in Fig. 3b. Global conservation is assured

as long as all the overlap pieces are used once and only once in the averaging

calculation for each grid.
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Fig. 3. (a) Forming the overlap grid. (b) A surface (region i) and atmosphere tile
(region ii) composed of overlap pieces.

The interpolation method can be demonstrated further by considering the

calculation of sensible heat. This requires the temperature of the lowest at-

mosphere level TA and a surface temperature TS. FOAM's calculation of the

sensible heat ux through an overlap tile can be approximated as

SH = K(TSi;j;k � TAl;m); (1)

where K is a constant. The triplet i; j; k indexes the pieces a given surface tile

i; j is divided into (1, 2, or 4 pieces), and l;m indexes the atmosphere tile lying

above the piece. The mapping of the overlap tile indices onto each of the two

grids and the area of the overlap tiles are calculated o�ine and stored in lookup

tables for use during runtime. Once the ux at each overlap tile is known, an

area-weighted aggregate is formed for each ocean and atmosphere tile in the

subdomain of the coupler, as illustrated in Fig. 3b.

3.4 FOAM's Coupler

After all the simpli�cations made with component models, FOAM's coupler is

relatively straightforward. The coupler is implemented as a subroutine of the

atmosphere. The coupler performs all the communication necessary to resolve

the incomplete overlapping of the local surface and atmosphere grids and calls

the land, sea-ice, and river models (which are themselves subroutines of the



coupler). The merging of uxes coming from separate ocean, land, and sea-ice

models into a single atmospheric cell is greatly simpli�ed by the use of single

surface grid. Finally, the coupler accumulates ocean uxes and communicates

with the ocean as necessary. \Flux corrections", which are sometimes needed to

achieve a stable coupled climate, are not used in FOAM.

3.5 Constructing the Full Model

The noncoincidence of the two grids presented a di�culty when combining the

coupler and fast surface models with the atmosphere. In the original atmosphere

model, PCCM2, all physics routines were called once for each latitude, with the

surface physics occurring about two thirds of the way through the sequence.

The uneven overlap of the two grids means the coupler occasionally needs two

atmosphere latitudes to calculate the ux through one ocean latitude. Conse-

quently, the calling tree for the PCCM2 physics was split so that all the physics

before the surface package could be completed for the whole globe before calling

the coupler and surface models. The atmosphere resumes execution when the

coupler returns. This split is still present in FOAM's current atmosphere model

PCCM3-UW. (NCAR's CCM3, which unlike PCCM2 was designed to be part

of a coupled system, contains a similar split [1].)

FOAM is a single executable image. A small main program divides processors

between the atmosphere-coupler-surface component and the ocean according

to compile-time settings and then calls each. Some minor modi�cations to the

atmosphere and ocean were necessary to turn them into subroutines. A summary

of FOAM's structure is shown in Fig. 4.

Coupler

Land Model
(Land-Atm fluxes)

Sea Ice Model

River Model
(Ice-Atm and Ice-Ocean fluxes)

(Exchange of Atm. Data)

(Average fluxes onto surface grid)

(Distribute fluxes onto surface)

(Accumulate fluxes)
(Exchange Overlap grid data)
(Average fluxes onto Atm grid)
(Communicate with Ocean)

FOAM main

Ocean Model

N processors

M-N processors

M (<N) processors

(Modify Ocean fluxes)

(Ocean-Atm fluxes)

Timestep loop

Timestep loop

Atmosphere (before coupling)

Atmosphere (after coupling)

Fig. 4. A schematic of FOAM's software design.



The atmosphere and ocean are each told by the main routine how many days

to integrate. The atmosphere directs the execution of itself, the coupler, and the

surface components that share the same processors. The ocean model waits to

receive uxes from the coupler and send sea surface temperatures according to

a frequency set at compile time (currently every ocean time step).

4 Model Performance

The performance of FOAM and some of its components is presented in Figure 5.

While the atmosphere model supports many choices for truncation level of the

spectral transform numerical method, the standard con�guration for FOAM uses

a rhomboidal truncation with �fteen wave numbers. The associated physical

grid has 40 latitudes, 48 longitudes, and 18 levels. The standard resolution for

the ocean model is a Mercator grid with 128 latitudes, 128 longitudes, and 16

levels. Runs were conducted on three di�erent platforms using con�gurations of 5

processors (2 by 2 for the atmosphere{land{sea-ice{coupler and 1 for the ocean),

9 processors (2 by 4 plus 1), 17 processors (4 by 4 plus 1), 34 (4 by 8 plus 1 by

2), and 68 processors (4 by 16 plus 2 by 2) processors. (The last con�guration

comes from atmosphere model requirements for number of local latitudes and

number of processors.) Figure 5 shows that the model scales well over the range

of con�gurations tested. The throughput goal for FOAM was chosen to be ten

thousand times real time, that is, the ability to simulate 10,000 years in a single

calendar year. FOAM meets this goal on a modest number of processors.

Fig. 5. Timings for FOAM and its components on various platforms for di�erent num-

bers of processors.

Figure 5 and the processor con�gurations show how the atmosphere compo-

nent dominates performance. The ocean model, despite having nearly eight times



as many grid points as the atmosphere, has a much higher throughput when run-

ning by itself on the same number of processors. The di�erence comes from the

numerous, detailed physical parameterizations in the atmosphere compared with

the ocean and other components. This behavior is seen in other coupled climate

models also.

Given the dominance of the atmosphere component on FOAM's performance,

the choice of atmosphere resolution is as important for overall throughput as the

design of the coupler and the complete model. When the atmosphere model is

executed by itself at a higher, more standard resolution of T42 (64 latitudes and

128 longitudes), it is slower by a factor roughly equal to the ratio of the number

of points in each grid.

Figure 5 also shows how increases in processor speed have translated into

increases in model throughput. Performance nearly doubles between the IBM

SP2 and IBM SP3 and nearly doubles again when timed on an IBM SP3 with

350MHz CPU's (not shown).

5 Conclusions

The Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model is a coupled climate model created to ad-

dress climate science questions that require many simulated years of interaction

but not best-possible resolution. Through a combination of a low-resolution par-

allel atmosphere model, a highly e�cient parallel ocean, and a software design

that minimizes the e�ect of coupling on bandwidth and CPU usage, FOAM can

simulate several decades of global climate interaction a day on modest numbers

of distributed-memory parallel processors. The simulated climate is physically

realistic and comparable to models with higher resolution.

The rapid development of FOAM was made possible by the work done by

others on the atmosphere and ocean models and also by the simplicity of land

and sea-ice components. Work on the next version of FOAM will concentrate on

upgrading the representation of the sea-ice and land surface to match that of the

NCAR Climate System Model (CSM) [2]. FOAM's current sea ice model lacks

many standard features such as ice dynamics and complex thermodynamics. In

order to accommodate new models, it may be necessary to relax the conditions

FOAM imposes on the land and sea-ice components. Although the resolution of

FOAM's ocean model is certainly adequate for modern sea-ice and land models,

separately developed components do not usually have the exibility to change

their resolution, grid, or decomposition. A rewrite of FOAM's coupler will be

necessary to support arbitrary decompositions of land and sea-ice models; fortu-

nately, that task has been made much easier by the development of new software

libraries such as the Model Coupling Toolkit [10].

The relationship between FOAM and larger climate modeling e�orts such as

CSM is complementary. FOAM uses CSM's submodels wherever possible; adapt-

ing them to FOAM's framework and applying them to climate questions that

require more throughput than resolution. As large, institutionally supported cli-

mate models increase their exibility and parallelism, it should be possible to



match FOAM's combination of throughput and simulation quality by invoking

appropriate options within the larger model. Until then, FOAM development

will continue.
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